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Igor Piddubny 
 
City Chernovtsy between the two world wars 
 
 

Population structure Chernivtsi 
 
Inclusion of the royal Bukovina Romania changed affiliation, but did not change 
the image of the city in the minds of those who lived outside Romania. Original 
way reflected the treatment of German writer H.Boll. his character travels to his 
part for the first time has to pass through Chernivtsi "Czernowitz - one name only 
... it's tempting to think of the Jews and the smell of onions ... gloomy streets, 
houses with flat roofs, wide streets and the ruins of administrative buildings in the 
classic Austrian style and defeated typical Austro-Hungarian fronts in wild 
gardens, where probably hiding hospitals or collection points wounded, and 
beautiful melancholic eastern boulevards low thick trees, so they do not affect their 
tops flat rooftops. No tops ... 

So have a look Czernowitz, but there, between Lemberg and Czernowitz about 
it and he has no idea ... ". 

In the minds H. Böll Chernivtsi seemed a kind of fragment of German 
(Austrian) world and indeed to some extent this was true. Even within the 
population. Conducted in the early twentieth century. census showed a diversity of 
religions and nationalities in Chernivtsi. Yes, on a linguistic basis as of 1910 in 
Chernivtsi lived 31,838 Germans, 299 Czechs and Slovaks, 11,360 Poles, 10,247 
ruthenium, 19 Slovenes, 1 Serb, 12 Italians, 4,660 Romanians, 26 Hungarians. In 
the suburb Horecea lived 78 Germans, 80 Poles, 72 Ruthenians, 728 Romanians. In 
Horecea attributed to the city and suburban village Caliceanca, Clocucica, 
Manasterisca, Rosch. Population structure in Kalichanka was approximately equal, 
namely 716 Germans, Czechs 9, 980 Poles, 801 Ruthenians, 554 Romanians. In 
Clocucica lived 1,748 Germans, 40 Czechs and Slovaks, Poles, 1.478, 1,779 and 
1,816 Romanians, Ruthenians. Manasterisca had 2,439 inhabitants who possessed 
German, 17 - Czech and Slovak, 646 - Polish, 924 - Ratens'kyy, 920 - Romanian. 
After Rosch was 3.801 Media German Language 193 - Polish 419 - Ratens'kyy, 5 
Slovenian, 3,853 - Romanian. Thus, in Chernivtsi and adjacent villages inhabited 
41.360 Germans, 411 Czechs and Slovaks, 14,893 Poles, 15,254 Ruthenians, 29 
Slovenes, 1 Serb, 13 Italians, 13.440 Romanians, 57 Hungarians, which generally 
amounted to 85.458 people. 

Given Chernivtsi residents belonging to a particular denomination situation is 
as follows. In Chernivtsi lived 15,138 Catholics, and the surrounding villages and 
suburbs, the figure was 23,474 persons. Greek Catholics in population 6.110, 
overall 9,588. Armenian Catholics were 288 and 311 -, respectively. In the city 
inhabited by 9,984 representatives of the Greek Orthodox faith and the greater their 
number lived in the villages, so the total figure was 20,615. Armenians in Eastern 
rite lived 26 and 5 on Manasterisca. In them lived in the city and around 4,294 
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Lutheran and 75 reformists, one Anglican and one mennonit, 84 lipovana, 28. 613 
israelitiv, 2 Muslim, 25 no religious affiliation. This active military numbered 
2,914 persons. 

Ethnic composition of the population of Chernivtsi interwar period can compare 
from one census during this period (1930). Thus, the total number of the city was 
112,427 persons. With regard to the declared nationality noteworthy largest Jewish 
population - 42,592 persons (for comparison we note that throughout the county 
Chernivtsi lived 45,327 Jews). Thus, representatives of the titular nation found 
themselves in second place, with 30,367 people. They were followed by 16,359 
Germans, Ukrainian - 11,130 Poles - 8986. Other nationalities were fewer people. 
Thus, in Chernivtsi lived 568 Hungarians, 1521 Russian, 29 Serbs, 78 Bulgarians, 
226 Czechs and Slovaks, 11 Greeks, 59 Armenians, 30 Turks, 19 Gagauz, 15 
Roma, 103 other nationalities and 334 people who did not declare their nationality. 

In the native language picture will look different. Thus, the Yiddish spoken in 
32 731 person Romanian - 29 123, German - 26 223 Ukrainian - 12754, Polish - 
8403. Hungarian native language was 590 persons Russian - 1835, Serbian or 
Croatian - 23 Bulgarian - 57, Czech and Slovak - 141, Greek - 8, Albanian - 1, 
Armenian - 32, Turkish - 48 Gypsy - 12. Speakers of other languages were 61 
individual and 385 people do not declare their spoken language. 

The composition of Sadahura not included then part of Chernivtsi and was 
annexed to the city in 1965, included the population of its suburbs new bugs, and 
lower Rogizna Shyrivtsi. The totality of this city north of Chernivtsi had a 
population of 8,968 people. In this city lived 354 Romanian, 96 Germans, 23 
Russians, 5662 Ukrainian, 1333 Polish, 1459 Jews. With the above-mentioned 
population 5,761 person spoke Ukrainian, 1203 - Polish, 1335 - Yiddish 272 - 
German, 340 - Romanian. 

Quite interesting is the attitude of Europeans to the region. Yes, L.Rom is in his 
book "Crossroads dead empires" characterizes the distribution of population in 
Chernivtsi. He drew attention to the fact that members of the Christian religion live 
mostly in the suburbs, while the central part of the city occupied by Jews. Besides 
describing the Chernivtsi in prewar time L. Rom 'is celebrating Chernivtsi loss of 
their former value and transform the capital of Bukovina in ordinary provincial 
town. Even Russian writer Vernon Kress, followed by Romanian copyists, 
highlights Huzuls in a separate group. It is worth noting that the First World War 
the term "Ukrainian" or "Ukrainian" not used to the local Ukrainian population. It 
replaced the term "Rusyn" and "Rus". It had only a few months of the war, and two 
Russian invasions to Bukovina and Galicia to the population shifted to the use of 
self "Ukrainian". "Words" Rusin and Russian "which Katsap the Russians wanted 
us chained to her that we were still with them, disappeared completely, and all our 
people proudly ended up that they were Ukrainian, our Ukrainian language ..." - 
the newspaper " Bukovina "in May 1915 
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Romanization of urban space and city management 
 
Romanization affected primarily those aspects of life that had to show character 
Romanian Bukovina and hide all traces of Austrian domination. Quite quickly, 
February 4, 1919 the Secretariat of Internal Affairs Bureau has set Bukovina 
Chernivtsi magistrate task renaming squares, streets, parks, signage to reflect the 
names of Romanian historical past. We can note that the first decision was 
immediate and has 7 February 1919 it offered, and on February 20 of that year 
served Chernivtsi magistrate for an ad. So, with streets and squares disappear 
names rulers of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and Habsburgshöhe becomes 
grădina Dominic, Franz-Josefsplatz turns into piaţa Arboroasa, Elisabethplatz - 
piaţa Vasile Alexandri, and Rudolfsplatz - piaţa Dacia. This waiting and parks and 
streets, and this process was quite lengthy. In particular, only 7 November 1919 
Franzensgasse renamed Strada 11 Noiembrie. In 1919, among the streets appeared 
Str. Wilson. First it was Liliengasse, but in 1920 the name was moved to the 
former Karlgasse. However, the tradition remained using the old street names and, 
as argued P. Demant, modern names known only to those who wrote letters. 

How Romanian officials have drawn attention to the use of names of 
settlements or even streets, trying to link them with the Romanian nation, 
demonstrating consideration of renaming streets in Chernivtsi in 1932-1933 
Interymarna Commission adopted in 1932 a decision on renaming streets city and 
naming new streets, so the streets were wearing names Fed'kovich, M. Ebner, J. 
Pistiner, E. Mandyczewski. However, published August 22, 1933 decision of the 
Municiplity of Chernivtsi "aroused great indignation in Christian circles, especially 
Romanians due to the fact that the Romanian names Apparently linked to our 
national history, has been replaced by names associated with this city temporarily. 
" Accordingly reacted to these events and the newspaper "Universul" and 
nationalist minded university students. However, not weighed in the city council 
and at the request of the head blind society, submitted by him in 1919 to rename 
the street, which was boarding in the street blind. Links to examples of European 
practice is not played no role. And in October 1942, children from the Institute of 
the Blind authorities ordered take out from the city. 

Romanization touched Chernivtsi primarily in the area of the city. Thus, unlike 
the previous period, the right to become a ghost possessed only by representatives 
of the Romanian nation. To some extent, changes in the management of the city 
can be considered a continuation of the traditions of the First World War, at least 
in terms of appointment of manager. But at the same time kept magistrate and a 
period of time were old Austrian laws. In the future, all changes in the 
administration of the city took place in accordance with the uniform legislation 
Greater Romania. After March 29, 1923 was put into the constitution of the new 
state, June 14, 1924 issued a law on administrative unification, which came into 
effect on January 1, 1926 

According to the latest urban communities that have economic or cultural 
significance declared municipality because, among other cities in Romania fell into 
this category and Chernivtsi. That same city was divided into 8 sectors to better 
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target the administrative work and monitoring effective implementation of laws. 
By law, the government distributed to local communities and citizens due to her 
territory. Managed the community, City Council, whose members are elected, 
appointed or rightfully kooptuvalysya of it. The Council had a duty to comply with 
the resolutions of the central government. Head of the administration was the 
ghosts that had statutes and decisions adopted by the City Council. 

The period of Romanian rule in the region marked by the fact that unlike the 
Austrian period of its history the city was headed by ethnic Romanians, Bukovina 
or come racing, working in various positions. In fact, the first ghost Chernivtsi was 
about. H. Shandru who ruled the city in the 1918-1919 and 1920-1922 years at this 
time in acting interymarna commission, headed T. Simionovich. In 1920 and 1922-
1926 he led the Baron N. Flondor city. With the change of the central government, 
he was removed from office and the city was headed first B. Hrihorovitse and later 
university professor R. Sbiyera. Bukovinians R. Sbiyeru in 1927 as chairman of 
the municipal council replaced R. Kyndya university professor, who remained in 
office until June 12, 1929 His work in the post linked to the continuing increase in 
the city budget, which in 1929 amounted to 223 million lei. 

However, the tradition of ghost change according to political preferences 
remained and June 12, 1929 led the city N. Sauchuk-Sevyanu, which manages the 
city until 1931, and after the break will continue his career in 1932, Specter In 
1931-1932 years town led N. Costeanu. The activities of these ghosts was quite 
difficult, because it was a time of economic crisis and among the challenges it had 
to face unemployment and labor conflicts. At 3 thousand officially registered 
unemployed their true number was 7-8 thousand, but even with the number of 
registered aid received only 1.7 million people. In the city there were interruptions 
in the payment of unemployment benefits and pensions. 

After the parliamentary elections in 1933 and the return to power of the 
National Liberal Party led the city representative NLP D. Marmelyuk. university 
professor and member of the First World War. His work as ghosts in the post-crisis 
period was characterized by the expansion of construction in the city, both private 
and buildings erected on the initiative of the government. During operation of the 
ghosts downtown acquired proper form. 

After the failure in 1937 parliamentary elections and the appointment of the 
Government National Christian Party in January and February 1938 led H. 
Dreghenescu Chernivtsi, a native of the city of Galati. One of his innovations was 
an attempt to introduce tests for the Romanian language of government and power 
companies. After the proclamation of the royal dictatorship in Romania ghosts 
Chernivtsi became colonel I. Cântemir, who was in office from February to 
December 1938, with all the powers previously ghosts shared with the public 
board. In December 1938 and in June 1940 was a ghost town N. Flondor who 
made the transfer of the Soviet authorities. 

After approval of the new Romanian Constitution in March 1938 began 
developing new electoral and administrative laws. The project was finished last in 
April 1938 According to this ghost town had the right to appoint the governor of 
the province. Ghost municipal and rezydentsiynyh cities (and Chernivtsi was just 
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such a town) should be older than 30 years and have a college education, while in 
other cities - the middle, and in the villages - the original. Finally, the law on 
administrative reform adopted in October 1938 and according to it, Chernivtsi 
became a center of Suceava region formed of 5 Bukovina and Khotyn and 
Dorohoyskoho counties. 

In general, the period between the two world wars was a time of struggle of 
minorities for the right to participate in management of the city. In particular, the 
Ukrainian side has repeatedly voiced protests over the fact that the public happy no 
proportional representation of all nationalities living in the city. In particular, only 
in 1927 the council of 30 persons were represented by three Ukrainian Radna (A. 
Zavada, A. Kyryliv, M. Levytskiy), which was close to proportional 
representation. In matters that violate these Radna was miserable and assistance. 
Specifically M. Levytska raised the issue of creating a shelter for the terminally ill, 
the protection of widows, orphans, youth. However, the council itself is often 
rejected reasonable proposals. Yet for 20-30s mostly only A. Zavada represented in 
the city council Ukrainian city. In January 1938, Executive Ukrainian National 
Party held a meeting at which nominations were determined from Ukrainian to 
City Public Council. But the first and only candidate for the meeting was called A. 
Zavada and bustled though the inclusion of the board two counselors and one 
representative from the suburbs, the candidates have not mentioned. 

But despite all the government's attitude to the needs of Chernivtsi in terms of 
communicating in their native language was different in different periods interwar 
period. Yes, Alfred Gong wrote: "Hall hung Romanian tricolor, tax collectors were 
baksheesh and spoke Romanian. Others spoke Yiddish, in Ukrainian, in Polish and 
in German, such as, for example: «Ich gehe fahren mich baden zum Pruth». This 
view is confirmed by P. Demant, who notes that the city spoke four languages. In 
addition, every schoolboy studying French, and the older generation that was 
educated in Austrian time and knew English. Not surprising was the fact that the 
bookstore had all western news media and the next were always English, French, 
Romanian and German editions. 

  
The political life of the city in the 1918-1937 biennium 
 
Romanian rule in Chernivtsi started with the introduction of the state of siege in 
the city, and in the northern counties of the land, which negatively affected the 
political life of the region, since all existing before the war of political and cultural 
life in northern Bukovina were gradually destroyed. 

November 7, 1919 in Bukovina, the first elections to the Romanian Parliament, 
elected deputies went to Bucharest on November 17. Grand opening of parliament 
on 20 November, on which occasion Metropolitan Vladimir Bukovina sent a 
solemn service in the cathedral city. However, the peace of the city November 17, 
1919 raised ledge soldiers 113 Infantry Regiment. His main reason was 
dissatisfaction with the conditions of service of soldiers, but has played its role and 
ahitatsiya, which were of the former Austrian army officer, Ukrainian, who offered 
the soldiers flee Dnister and join the ranks of the Ukrainian armed forces. 
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Greater success in political life had Romanian political organization loyal to the 
idea of the formation of "Greater Romania". Owing in October-November, the 
Romanian National Council began to establish a new political organization among 
the Romanians of Bukovina, which was a response to changes in the political 
system of the Old Kingdom. However, there regionalism still won. Yes, one of the 
first established Democratic Party of Bukovina association, headed by Professor 
I.Nistor, supporter faster unification and consolidation of Romania. This party has 
allowed itself to be in opposition to the established in 1920, the government of the 
People's Party. January 21, 1923 DPOB ceased to exist, having merged with the 
National Liberal Party led I. I. C. Bratianu. Evaluating the party I. Nistor should 
note its success by using the names of famous Chernivtsi, including former Mayor 
S. Weisselberg and leader of the Jewish community of B. Straucher. 

However, the first of its zahalnorumunskyh party organization in Bukovina 
created People's Party (led D. Popovici) and National Party (T. Braileanu). With 
the completion of the consolidation Ţărănist party in the Old Kingdom began 
creating its organization in Bukovina. Headed Ţărănist party Bukovina former 
member of the Romanian National Council V. Bodnariescu. On February 12, 1922 
in Chernivtsi began to publish the newspaper «Cuvântul Ţărănimei». In 1923, this 
organization joined Ukrainian section, headed by former Social Democrat 
K.Krakaliya. 

The Social Democrats in Chernivtsi continued to play an important role, 
especially in the social life saved during the war Internatinal Social Democratic 
Party of Bukovina revived its operations back in 1918 gave social factors can lead 
relatively active in the face of considerable inflation and cost of living. 
Simultaneously, the Social Democrats were the only one left political forces in this 
field had no competitors in the struggle for parliamentary seats, but the bourgeois 
parties. However Chernivtsi Social Democrats in 1919, boycotted the 
parliamentary elections, and the next year won during A.Avyeryescu government 
organized elections. It is in the 1920-1921 parliament was well known was the 
deputy C. Cracalia who demanded of Bukovina plebiscite of nationality of 
Bukovina. 

The most famous post-war act of social democrats in Chernivtsi, Bukovina 
became part of the general political strike in October 1920, during which one day 
(21 October 1921) was paralyzed business life of the city. The Social Democrats 
from Bukovina and guidance from Chernivtsi was not favorable to support this 
strike, so only demonstrated their capabilities, while salaried workers in Chernivtsi 
repeatedly expressed their dissatisfaction with their own economic situation during 
1919-1920 and he could fully support a longer strike. The objective of the strike 
October 21, 1920 in Chernivtsi was a protest against terror in the country and a 
demonstration in support of the railway and postal employees. Representatives of 
the railway and postal officials held talks at the headquarters VIII Division and 
achieved some performance requirements, including financial. In publishing the 
newspaper "Vorwärts" from October 23, 1920 noted that the strike were 
unsuccessful, although it was actually the result of a promise officials support the 
demands of strikers. Before the onslaught of strikers officials in Chernivtsi were 
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forced to yield, retaining their positions. Already 25 October 1920 was the disposal 
of General I.Ryshkanu regarding eviction in case of strikes in public housing 
strikers with families and in December 1920, the railway workers Kocheharka 8-
hour workday replaced by 10-hour. 

Hurtuvaly working events, which were rallies and demonstrations. All measures 
were most widespread May Day demonstration, during which speakers from the 
national sections discussing the most important issues. If in 1919 the number of 
participants in the May Day demonstration was 6 thousand, in the future, this 
number is constantly decreasing. In the 20-ies led activities and rallies the national 
section J. Pistiner, R. Haidos, T. Roznovan, G. Grihorovici, S. Victorcic, I. Stasiuc. 
Popularity of Social-Democrats in and gave speeches against Romanization. 
Famous are also meetings held July 2, 1922 at the Workers' House and focused on 
the use of the native language in court. Overall, during the reign of the 
Government National Liberal Party for 20 years of the Social Democrats were able 
to maintain a significant influence on the population of the region largely due to 
social slogans and criticized the government. 

The Social Democrats to late 20's were led Ya.Pistinera and continued to 
advocate for the provision of a social freedoms and improved living conditions of 
workers. Put forward and demands the release of political prisoners, as it took 
place at a meeting of February 19, 1929 The work of the Social Democrats 
criticized the government, particularly during the economic crisis. In particular, at 
a meeting September 21, 1930 with the participation of 600 people N. Tropper 
speakers, Ruptas, Nastuniac, R. Dan criticized the government's actions, warning 
and possible retaliatory his actions. It then began to appear in the application 
regarding the transfer of enterprises in the management of workers. After the death 
of J. Pistiner management organization moved to D. G., who was, like its 
predecessor, a supporter of the parliamentary party as a means to achieve the party 
goal. It determines the appropriate activity G. Grigorovici in the election meeting, 
especially in Chernivtsi, with a discussion of the situation in the country and the 
situation of the workers. In the early 30-ies Chernivtsi Social Democrats tried to 
maintain contact with the Socialists of other countries. Specifically, to this end, in 
October 1931 in Chernivtsi visited German socialist Tsolman. Bukovina Social 
Democrats remain opposed to the Soviet Union and not just at meetings and 
conferences which discussed the situation in the Soviet Union, they made 
statements about leaving the ideologists of this country from the ideas of Karl 
Marx. Sometimes even made the statement that the Five Year Plan in the Soviet 
Union could bring trouble and this country and Europe. Similar statements 
contained in E. Ehrenkrantz lecture at a conference in March 1931 and in a speech 
at the conference G. Grigorovici September 13, 1931 

The traditional means of cohesion in this period were May Day rallies and 
demonstrations, in which speakers analyzed the situation in Romania and in the 
world, called on workers and peasants to unity. Attempts were made at such 
meetings and statements regarding disarmament and combating the threat of war. 
Preferably permits for celebration and May received the Social-Democratic 
organization. 
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At a rally in Chernivtsi May 1, 1935 E. Casvan in his speech to the gathering 
described the deployment of terror in Germany and Italy, said the threat of war 
from Germany and stressed that only socialists can avert war and maintain peace. 
Another speaker L. Redeceanu position in the world as described pre, drawing 
attention to the fact that Germany, Italy and Japan are preparing for war. The way 
to avoid war, the speaker thought of creating a socialist system in all countries of 
the world. Over the holiday in 1936, has seen military authorities, provided that the 
meeting will take place indoors and in the absence of representatives of liquidated 
unitary unions. 

Were quite favorable for members of leftist parties years of economic crisis, 
which significantly worsened the living conditions of almost all groups of the 
population. In Crisis became unemployed as workers of industrial enterprises and 
employees. At the same time reduced and real wages, which was especially 
noticeable in the wood and food industries. Overall nominal monthly wage of 
workers in Chernivtsi decreased from 3129 in 1929 to 1376 lei in 1933 to this were 
getting involved and difficult working conditions. The working day in enterprises 
accounted for an average of 10 hours, but in some reaches 11-12 hours. This was 
achieved by reducing conditions hourly wage for an 8-hour day to 112-140 lei and 
forcing workers to go on overtime hours. Most small businesses located in areas 
unsuitable for this and did not meet the health workers. Was insufficient and 
equipment of enterprises. By Army Chernivtsi unemployed during the crisis were 
getting involved and pensioners, who during the crisis are not always timely 
receive pensions and were forced to organize protests. 

As noted in his memoirs V. Rusnac 1921 was a time of division of the social 
democratic movement and the formation of a new political force. During February-
May 1921 this process culminated in the formation of the Socialist-Communist 
Party of Romania. However, Bukovina and Chernivtsi formation and organization 
of communist groups held earlier. In fact, in the years 1918-1921 in Chernovtsy 
and Bukovina were created Communist Party of Bukovina. This organization has 
focused on Soviet Russia and Ukraine and organizational to 1926 was a member of 
the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine. Since 1926 Bukovynian communist 
organization was reorganized into the regional organization of the Communist 
Party of Romania. Prohibition of activities forced the Communists act mainly 
underground, creating a need for legal organizations. Thus, in Chernivtsi were of 
the Workers 'and Peasants' Bloc, which were used for the elections of different 
levels of organization International Assistance fighters Revolution («Ajutorul 
Roşu»). Particularly active communists were in the '30s, when participated in anti-
war speeches that took place every year on August 1. However, according to 
articles in newspapers, mostly members of antiwar demonstrations became 
increasingly young Jews. 

Communists in the 30-ies attempted to legalize their activities, but failed, 
because the political party was extremely controversial, and the government all 
means restrict its activities. However, the Communists acted through legal worker-
peasant bloc. In Bukovina he collected enough votes in parliamentary elections. In 
the 30's, an increasing number of Jews among the members of the CRC. In 
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particular, the communist organization of 40 people were exposed in July 1932 and 
the Chernivtsi University. Among them were N. Meltzer, N. Engler, A. Syrota, I. 
Salamander et al. 

Harassment and processes that were against the communists organized as 
processes charges of anti-state activities. Since 1933 CRC has led the fight against 
fascism and a new war. Communists helped create its other legal organizations in 
Bukovina Party of Ukrainian workers in Romania "Liberation", in February 1929, 
the organization, participating in elections at various levels, distributed edition 
Communist direction, while also advocated respect for minority rights and social 
justice. The idea of combining Ukrainian who used the organization was 
responsible for its electoral success. Most of the organizations of "liberation" was 
created in Ukrainian villages Chernivtsi district, through which they were found 
and eliminated even border guards. In November 1934 the party was banned by 
order of the commander of the Second Army Corps. 

Between the wars, the focus remained Chernivtsi and Bukovina Ukrainian 
political life. Those of Bukovina politicians who remained in the land sought to 
restore the Ukrainian public rights that they had before, but lost after the First 
World War. In the early 20's attempts were so intense and for this purpose various 
means that the head of the Emergency UNR Diplomatic Mission in Romania K. 
Matsiyevych, instructing editing newspaper "People's Voice" L.Kohutu, warned 
him against interference "in the internal affairs Bukovinskoy Galician and policies, 
taking this position of national cultural authority. " 

Because of the impossibility of restoring the old Austrian parties specimen 
Ukrainian politicians created a political organization that collaborated with 
government circles, proclaiming himself nadpartiynymy organizations or existed 
for Ukrainian people, but elected to parliament on the list of Romanian political 
parties. Thus, in Chernivtsi for the Ukrainian population were Ukrainian People's 
Party, the Ukrainian People's Organization, the Ukrainian People's Democratic 
Party. Last lasted slightly longer than the previous two, although it did not become 
an independent political force. Representatives of the party in 1926 as a result of 
the formation of an electoral bloc with the People's Party were elected to 
Parliament from rural districts. In particular, a resident of Chernivtsi, Senator A. 
Lukashevych raised in parliament the issue of restoration Ukrainian-language 
teaching in primary schools of Chernivtsi, Storozhetskyi, Radivetskoho counties 
cancellation state of siege in northern Bukovina, favored the state's compliance 
with constitutional rights for the Ukrainian people. During his speech to protest 
violations in the census in 1927 Senator A. Lukashevycha supported taranists C. 
Cracalia and N. Sauciuc-Seveanu. 

The defeat in the parliamentary election in 1927 was one of the reasons for the 
elimination of the UNDP. In fact in 1927, the political scene was V.Zalozetskyy 
Bukovina, which he headed from UNDP Ukrainian National Party. It is this 
political power has played a prominent role in the life of the Ukrainian population 
of Bukovina for 30 years, as a representative Legitimist political circles, which 
also opposed the Romanization of Ukrainian population and engaged in raising 
national consciousness Ukrainian Bukovina. 
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With the emergence of Ukrainian nationalist organizations emerged a gap 
among Ukrainian politicians. Representatives Legitimist direction still did not 
leave of their attempts to advocate for the rights of the Ukrainian minority in 
Romania, demonstrating communication with Ukrainian in other states. 
Specifically, 26 October 1930 in Chernivtsi, a meeting was held to protest against 
the persecution of the Ukrainian Galicia. They adopted a resolution protesting 
against the violence of the authorities and request that the League of Nations to 
take action to assist the injured. After the meeting, two groups of students went to 
the Polish consulate with the intention to declare their protest and the way they 
were dispersed by police. 

Members supported the UNP and the relationship with the Congress of National 
Minorities. In 1931, after the Bucharest HHVII Interparliamentary Conference in 
Chernivtsi visited Canadian parliamentarian M. Luchkovych, which met in the 
Ukrainian folk house. During 1932-1933 as members of the UNP led activities 
relevant Romanian legislation and mostly not touched international problems. 
However, one of the events together and liberals and nationalists. Artificial famine 
in Soviet Ukraine forced both parties jointly seek funds to help fugitives from 
Ukraine and the public in general and the USSR. Artificial famine in Ukraine 
caused the escape of Ukrainian peasants to Romania, where their stay becomes 
problematic without the proper documents. Therefore, First Aid, which organized 
arrived, was in search of 4 thousand lei for registration of relevant documents and 
1 thousand lei to feed. This problem was engaged society "Sorority" and MP V. 
Zalozetskyy. On the initiative of the latter in Chernivtsi created Public Relief 
Committee, which worked to the same committee in Bucharest. For refugees 
gathered money and things. In the search for measures to protect the population of 
Soviet Ukraine V.Zalozetskyy appealed to international organizations. This plan 
was useful cooperation with the Congress of National Minorities and its Secretary 
General E.Amende, who in 1932 visited Chernivtsi. As a result of the visit - the 
publication in July 1933 memorandum on famine in the USSR and appeal to 
international organizations and the League of Nations to take measures to save the 
starving population. In July 1933 in Lviv and Chernivtsi formed the Ukrainian 
public assistance committee Sorrowful Ukraine. He appointed on August 29 
vsebukovynskoho Chamber of protest and mourning prayers, receiving all the 
necessary permits of power. During the Candlelight service held at the Greek 
Catholic Church and the Orthodox Cathedral. Particular service it started 
Romanian priest Fr. Bejan. Participation in prayer took 5 thousand Chernivtsi and 
after the Public Committee received for assistance from Ukrainian villages raised 
funds. However, the money raised to help and did not reach the destination, 
because the Soviet leadership rejected such assistance. 

The period of the 30s was a time of transformation in a society that experienced 
growth and chauvinistic attitudes among Romanian citizens. Trying new King 
Carol II to establish unilateral authority brought to power a coalition government 
N. Iorga - C. Argetoianu in 1931-1932 It was this government has caused 
grumbling in some circles Chernivtsi politicians who spoke on his activities spread 
various leaflets that criticized N. Iorga activities as head of government. In 
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Chernivtsi communists distributed leaflets which called government N. Iorga C. 
Argetoianu-fascist and accused him of increasing tax rates. More noticeable, 
especially in the second half of the 30's were trying to oust members of national 
minorities, market economy, eliminate them from owning industry. Under these 
circumstances, activation of right-wing extremism was not a surprise, because not 
only Romanian, but also German and Ukrainian environment spread nationalist 
beliefs. 

Chernivtsi and Bukovina operated organization League of Christian National 
defense, whose members are known in the region as "cuzisti" after the name of 
their leader. For Chernivtsi one notable share of the party was a demonstration of 
its members in connection with the arrival of November 28, 1933 in the city of one 
of the leaders of the party prof. Costachi. Then the number of demonstrators was 
arrested by police July 14, 1935 the party announced a merger with the National 
Agrarian Party and the establishment of the National Christian Party. Although the 
basis for its activities was the anti-Semitism, though its activities spread in 
Chernivtsi. With the creation of NHP inside her youth formed a paramilitary 
organization LANC, whose members traditionally termed "lancierami." 

More radical organizations united in "Iron Guard" repeatedly banned by the 
government. Chernivtsy H. Drozdovskyy rightly noted that the Orthodox clergy 
with her appearance was to intervene in political life. After the assassination of 
Duque and adoption in 1934 of the law on the protection of the state in 1935, the 
organization began to operate under the name Party "Everything for the country." 

Nationalist views spread among German and Ukrainian youth. German 
community of the city, as the land was very well organized and the early period in 
the history of the Romanian land was presented by the German national council. 
However, despite the fact that support its decision on the accession of Romania to 
the Bukovina Germans suffered as Romanization. In 1920 he created a new 
political organization that was to represent the interests of all segments of the 
population - German National Union of Bukovina, which at first led A. Kohlrus 
and later A. Lebuton, E. Schnirg, F. Lang, H. Würfel, M. Sonitzki, E. Milan, M. 
Runzer, F. Lomer. Creations were other organizations whose centers were in town. 
Trying to resist forced Romanization boundary politicians to cooperate with the 
Germans of Transylvania and Banat, which yielded positive results in terms of 
deployment of camaraderie. In 30 years in the German organized movement joined 
National Socialism, which resulted in the creation in 1935, the German People's 
Party of Romania and transformation transilvanian F. Fabricius, national-socialist 
convictions, the representative of all Germans of Romania. And yet this was the 
cause of division nimetstva of radical and conservative wing. In Bukovina 
appearance radicals led to increased antagonism between Germans and Jews. Since 
1939 the land began partial emigration of German youth to the Reich, which until 
1940 was still hidden. 

The Ukrainian Youth Media nationalist ideas, founded in 1930 in Chernivtsi 
first nationalist organization - "Legion Ukrainian revolutionaries," the leadership 
which included Zybachynskyy A., P. G., J. Basaraba, appeared and print media 
Ukrainian nationalists. That representatives of the Nationalists began to identify 
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with the activities of the UNP and opposed V. Zalozetskyy. In 1932, Nationalist 
supporters have said the transition to the platform of Ukrainian nationalism. 1934 
Ukrainian nationalists created a single organization - the Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists southwestern lands, headed O. Zybachynskyy. Advocacy organization 
led by newspaper "Independence," which evaluated the Romanian Gendarmerie 
irredentystska and as such, undermining state security. One of the famous pre-war 
city speaking nationalists became osvystannya anthem kingdom of Shevchenko 
holiday in March 1937 as a result leaders were sentenced to various terms of 
imprisonment, and the newspaper "Autonomy" and the magazine "Independent 
Thought" were banned. 

Very organized politically was the Jewish community. In general, Jews 
participated in the parliamentary elections of 1920 in various political blocs, but 
generally had success in some districts of Bukovina and Bessarabia. Starting from 
1931 the interests of Romanian Jewry has come to represent Jewish Party (Jewish 
National Party), similar to the UNP or the German People's Party. Jewish party ran 
in Bukovina diverse work by linking Jews with national and economic interests. At 
political gatherings often discussed the financial situation of the Jews, the situation 
in Palestine, the consistent position of the party in the elections to municipal, 
county councils and parliament. In the early 20-ies some circles negative attitude to 
the policy of the Soviet government, it was due to persecution for their religious 
beliefs of Jews. At a meeting April 8, 1922 in Chernivtsi was expressed protest 
against such policies. The conference in Genoa adresuvalos appeal in respect of 
religious freedom to Jews-conformists. Although some success among the Jews 
had ideas of socialism, in the early 30-ies among Jewish youth began to spread 
nationalist sentiments and even against the use of Hebrew. 

However, this did not prevent spent integrating work among Jews and 
Bukovina organization tried to cooperate closely with the Bessarabian. Certain 
unifying factor was the question of the restoration of a Jewish state in Palestine. It 
has played a leading role not only Jewish party, but also the Jewish National Fund. 
In Chernivtsi M. Ebner organized meetings with representatives of Jewish 
organizations in Jerusalem and the leading idea of the meeting was the rebuilding 
of Palestine and discuss its attitude of European states to the Palestinian problem. 
Similar meetings were held not only in Chernivtsi, but in Chitmani, mortgage and 
villages Chernivtsi County. However, in Chernivtsi, Bukovina came with large 
sums of money to rebuild Palestine, particularly in 1922, were collected 2 million 
lei. 

Maintained ties with the international Zionist organizations. In December 1921 
a conference was held in Chernivtsi Zionist Organization, which was attended by a 
representative from abroad K. Blumenfeld. At the conference the next president of 
the organization was elected M. Ebner, co - Senior Rabbi Hoffmann, T. and S. 
Weissselberg Kassner. The organization was powerful and consisted of 100 
primary organizations of 8 thousand members and in 1919 participated in the 
political life of the region. 

In July of 1937 from 20 communities elected representatives at Zurich World 
Zionist Congress. However, the main task of protecting the rights of Jews was 
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carried out through legislative bodies, because that was pretty intense election 
campaign. But in 1936 there were facts application not only Bessarabia, but 
Bukovinsky Russian Jews that perceived rather than spreading communist 
influence. Later, after the German-Polish campaign among Jews of extended 
sympathy to the Soviet regime. 

Following the parliamentary elections in 1937 in Romania a political crisis that 
was resolved king. Carol II of his will brought in late 1937 to the government 
representatives of the National Christian Party. The government announced 
O.Hohy of state policy based on nationalism and Christianity, which meant the 
declaration and implementation of measures against the Jews. Chernivtsi kuzystiv 
reaction to the statement was the head of government action with burning 
Romanian and foreign Jewish publications in the areas of Mergers & Ghica Voda. 
New ghosts N. Robu though inveighing against lanchiyeriv early January 1938 
ordered to close in 14 newspapers. Following this, and led the attack on the Jewish 
trade, which was carried out through the creation of cooperatives and stores that 
operated Christians. Political power was no decision on the control of all 
enterprises belonging to the Jews and the promise of citizenship verification. In 
addition to this svorylysya conditions for implementation in Chernivtsi University. 
King Carol II of principle «numerus clauzus» and eliminating from official 
business officials, doctors and lawyers Jews. 

In the very same town were given to implement the order of the Ministry of 
Labour ban in Jewish families employ servants-Christians. Thus it was assumed 
that 5 thousand families remain without maids. However, later issued an order for 
the delay in the implementation of this decree. The reason for this decision was the 
fact that 10 thousand servants in Chernivtsi 8.5 thousand in the service of a Jewish 
family, the same way they might be left without a livelihood. 

In early February 1938 in the city on a holiday strazheriv with T.Sidorovicha 
and Education Minister Petrovic. Also in place mitynh NHP, attended and A. 
Cuza. Then the policemen to the city introduced armbands colors of the national 
flag with a swastika and ordered them to shake the Roman salute. Above the town 
hall also raised the flag with a swastika in red. The deepening political crisis has 
made it possible to introduce in Romanian royal dictatorship and constitutional 
change. After the change of government remained in power solutions against 
Communists and Jews. On April 1, 1938 officially ceased being political party in 
Romania, and the government has received greater powers to deal with their 
political opponents. However, if the Communists had little chance to get out of jail, 
the members of the "Iron Guard" are sometimes exempted from punishment. 
Serious prosecution and going to prison could and charges in the form of the 
nation. 

The authorities' attempt to control the citizens of Romania was the cause of 15 
December 1938 a new political party that would be the same for everyone - Front 
national revival. This party was headed by the King, and only 1 February 1939 and 
established the first government FNV. During January-March 1939 were measures 
to replenish FNV new members are accepted and corporate basis. Conducted 
measures to join the new party and representatives of national minorities, including 
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the first success achieved Germans and Hungarians, while Ukrainian have such an 
opportunity in April 1940 Spring 1940 brought increased state of siege in the city 
and region as a whole. For foreigners in the area of the siege even began to require 
a license for the residence. In the center of the increasingly talked about the need 
for defense of Romania and the preservation of its territorial integrity. Local 
government was concerned both possible assault by the Soviet Union and the rise 
of the National Socialist attitudes among Germans. This situation was due to the 
then general situation in Europe and the world and influence events of the Second 
World War that has already started. 

 
 

Existence of the population, living conditions in World War I 
 
War and entering the Romanian troops in Chernivtsi occurred during the 
worsening living conditions and a period of chaos. Yes, M.Vitner under 4 
November 1918 described the events in Chernivtsi, "Anarchy, razboltannost, 
robbery, shooting. No rights, no protection, no credibility. ". in addition to this the 
city was a significant cost of such cubic meter of firewood that is brought home 
cost 55 crowns. Thus at the beginning of November 1918 to get them was difficult. 
The onset of cold weather was fast, and this added to the other problems which 
writes M. Witner, namely poor and insufficient food supply, poverty and misery, 
the domination of foreigners, heavy oppression of the population. 

Installing the Romanian authorities in the region has not brought much change 
in the situation of the population. The high cost and depreciation of the crown, 
which for some time remained in circulation in Bukovina did a great cost of living 
in the city. Thus, the Social Democratic newspaper «Vorwärts» in 1919 comparing 
the cost of living before the war and in 1919 Her calculated for a family of 4 
people and when food and fuel in 1914 cost 23 crowns, in 1919 - 350. In the wake 
of rising prices and inflation in 1920, the city began preparing for the exchange of 
money, which was to stamping the official seal of the Austrian banknotes. At the 
same time there have been significant abuses that were to transport across the 
border in significant amounts in NOK. Recent shtempelyuvalysya fake seals and 
served plate and deported from Bukovina smuggled grain and flour. Those who 
sold corn, according W. Rusnak, earned by 50-100%. However, the Polish side 
benefit was also in the fact that the country deprived of Austrian currency and 
could less painful to switch to the brand, and later zlotys. Only in August 1920 the 
government began to take certain measures against smugglers, but they were not 
severe. 

Hot commodity on the Polish-Romanian border near the currency were tobacco 
and vodka. Thus, in 1922 the head of Chernivtsi Criminal Police Directorate 
informed the royal monopoly service in Iasi confiscation February 27, 1922 in 
occupant of Sadhora Moses Lehr 99 bags with tissue paper of "Aida" and 
smuggled goods. This product was transferred to a warehouse sales K.M.8 in 
Chernivtsi. 
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Attempts to profit from events that were associated with instability in 
neighboring Ukraine in Chernivtsi became the basis for production of counterfeit 
Ukrainian money. On liquidation police a group of counterfeiters the newspaper 
«Czernowitzer Morgenblatt» on June 3, 1919 

Some stabilization of the economic situation of the population took place in the 
first half of the 20's, but it received its completion in the late 20's, when Romania 
was under the influence of global economic crisis. During the economic crisis, 
particularly active in Chernivtsi become tax agents. According to «Glasul 
Bucovinei» in stores they selected product, and in private homes - personal 
belongings. In distress were unemployed in Chernivtsi. Yes, March 25, 1931 in 
Chernivtsi demonstration took place 400 unemployed, which the government 
denied receiving bread from bakeries Bilhreya and "Hercules." Debt bakeries 
before prymariyeyu caused the seizure of funds deposited to the account of 
bakeries Committee unemployed. This conflict was settled before one o'clock. 
Speech was explained by the inability of the unemployed receive other livelihoods. 
And most of the unemployed in the city was quite a lot. Although officially there 
were three thousand people, in fact, the figure reached 7-8 thousand people of the 
city government promised to use in public works, including the building. Causes of 
unemployment Social Democrats found in noncompliance entrepreneurs eight-hour 
day. The workers worked 10 or more hours, which was considered a violation of 
the law, but on what the authorities did not take action. Meanwhile, as the 
government program of cost savings, reduced wages, which led to a drop in the 
purchasing power of workers. 

Not the best situation was employed. Thus, the textile factory "Hercules" in 
kotonnomu shop workers worked 10 hours, receiving a salary of 1000 lei per week. 
In shpulnomu shop were night shifts. Workers sewing shop this week received 
300-600 lei and hosiery at 9-hour day by the same amount. At the same time the 
company operated a system of fines and computable for meals in the dining room. 

Not only workers, but also education workers had problems with payroll. So in 
November 1931 after meeting 600 teachers in Romanian house passed to the 
finance department, where they promised to give 1 million lei, while arrears for 3 
months total was 6042 thousand lei. In December 1931 there was a meeting of 
builders, which discussed the issue of the workers. 700-800 workers decided to go 
walk to the city prymariyi and labor inspectorate to them on the road joined other 
unemployed. As a result of negotiations, representatives of builders and Dan 
Mehlfärber with ghosts COSTIAN, the latter promised to establish a mobile 
kitchen in Caliceanca, Rosch Ave. Squirrel. But delegates said that this decision 
does not satisfy the workers. In Labour Inspection demonstrators demanded the 
law on protection of the unemployed, compliance 8-hour workday. With the 
economic crisis was a process of reduction in nominal wages. Thus, if in 1927 the 
average salary in Chernivtsi was 3056, and in 1930 - 3111, then in 1933 - 1376 and 
1937 - 1105. The cost of certain goods after the crisis in Chernivtsi as follows: 1 
kg of bread cost 8.3 lei, 1 kg of potatoes - 2.75 lei, 1 liter of refined oil - 38.4 lei, 
pair of men's slippers cost 667 lei, women's stockings - 100 lei. 
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Relatively stable rhythm resident small provincial town interrupted by visits by 
top officials and governors of the country. Thus, in May 1920 to Bukovina arrived 
royal family. May 17 royal train arrived in the capital region and the King of the 
station went to the cathedral, where he met Vladimir, Metropolitan of Bukovina 
(Ryepta). Then the area association King presented the highest light Chernivtsi and 
had a parade of troops of the garrison. After attending the University, especially its 
library, distinguished guests arrived at one o'clock at the banquet, held in their 
honor by Metropolitan Vladimir. In the evening after taking King Ferdinand I 
visited Chernivtsi churches of all denominations. 

At 8 pm, held at the residence of Metropolitan banquet with 100 people. The 
next day the king visited the female teachers' seminary was here meeting with the 
director, teaching staff and students. King also visited the German and Polish folk 
houses, while Princess Elizabeth visited the city Syrotynska shelter. At 12 o'clock 
the royal family has left the station. With the participation of King Ferdinand I and 
was presented in 1919 Romanianized University in Chernivtsi. At the ceremony, 
which took place in the Synodal Hall metropolitan residence, Minister of 
Education P. Neghulescu, rector I. Nistor. 

Express their attitude to the dynasty Chernivtsi-Romanians could declare and 
during the unveiling of a monument in honor of "the union of Bukovina" with 
Romania in 1924 Celebration held Nov. 11, 1924, and especially the nature of the 
celebration gave the monument 'at' unity "at Market Square, renamed Union 
Square. To this day the city was decorated with flags, garlands, and the square was 
erected two stands in front of the monument. 

On 10th morning train into the city came the king and queen, prince-heir with 
his wife, the prime of External I. Bratianu and other distinguished guests. He 
congratulated them N. Flondor who raised bread - salt and made a welcome 
speech. From the station, accompanied by the royal family entourage went to the 
cathedral, which was present at the solemn service, which led her Metropolitan 
Nectarios Bukovina. From there, all went to the square. The opening ceremony 
was attended by Ferdinand monument to Queen Mary, Prince-heir with his wife, 
almost royal house, the prime minister I.Bretyanu ministers H.Veytoyanu, H. 
Mîrzescu, Merderescu, I. H. Duca, I. Nistor, Inkulet, A. Lapedatu, N.Saveanu, 
Cipeianu, General Prezan and generals I. Zadic, Coanda, Stratilescu, Stefanescu, I. 
Mircescu, Metropolitan Miron Cristea, all the bishops of the country, rector V. 
Sesan, deputies and senators. 

After a solemn service and the dedication of the monument choir students 
performed the hymn written for the occasion. This was followed with speeches I. 
Nistor, General I. Mircescu, ghosts of N.Flondor and King himself. After the 
speech of the King, who spoke about the importance of community and the 
historical past of Bukovina with Romania, the parade. Solemn march passed the 
orchestra of the 8th Infantry Regiment, cohort scouts association of former 
volunteers Arkasha, delegation counties and disabled veterans. 

In this case the Synodal Hall metropolitan residence held a reception at which 
speech after King delivered a prime I. Bratianu. In a word - answers King 
suggested that the merger should take place not only within the borders of the state, 
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but also in the hearts of its citizens. In the afternoon, the royal family visited the 
cemetery to put flowers at the monument to the heroes. Then at the prymariyi royal 
family visited homemade craft fair organized society "Prince Mircea" under the 
direction of Mrs. Virginia I.Nistor. At 6 o'clock pm in the theater was an artistic 
presentation with the chorus "Armon", and at the eighth gala dinner, which gave 
him command of the VIII Division. At 10 o'clock the royal family, accompanied 
by a retinue left Chernivtsi. 

In 1925, Chernivtsi visited Prince Carol that your next visit to the land made in 
1933 already as King of Romania. During the 24 and 25 May 1933 he was in town, 
took part in solemn worship and holy heroes ceremonial meeting at the university, 
opening the airport and a number of other measures. Then, in ceremonies attended 
by large Mihay governor, state pidsekretar Irimescu Captain Cicei (Commandant 
airport), Metropolitan Nectarios, the choir with. Cosmin and others. Suveran 
Romania in his speech stressed the importance of the event and the need of air 
navigation. Noted initiative of the issue of the construction of the airport, putting it 
as an example for other regions of the country and called prefects districts in 
county centers reserve lands for future airports. Yes, and the airport has been rated 
as the "first flower for the future development of our (ie Romanian. - Ed.) 
Commercial aviation." 

Second visit to Chernivtsi Carol II took place in autumn 1935 Oct. 12 King to 
be advertised, where the train station it welcomed ghost town D. Marmeliuc. 
Ovation accompanied the king on his way to a new university building, which he 
had opened with the opening of the school year. Solemn prayers were built on the 
terrace of the University in the presence of the king, the great governor Mihai, 
other members of the royal family, government officials, led by H. Teterescu, 
military attaches of different countries and representatives of the Romanian army, 
professors and students, heads of local institutions. Then, in the auditorium of the 
University Rector I. Nistor opened solemn celebration speech addressed to the king 
and with gratitude to him as a patron of the university. Carol II said the rector 
rather broad speech in which he wished that the new year has been fruitful for the 
whole community, the students wanted to take care of three things - training, spirit 
and healthy body. After the opening of the new 1935-1936 BC. the king visited the 
museum, which also bore his name and returned to Suceava to participate in the 
maneuvers. 

Quite comfortable stay in the city provided opportunities to solve some 
problems. His role was played here the city budget. The latter was considered 
stable for tenure R. Cândi ghosts, especially when in 1927 it amounted to 175 
million lei, then in 1929 - 223 million lei. Availability of funds allowed tile street 
Alba Iulia, Prince Nicholas, Alexandru cel Bun and Transilvania, doing work for a 
total of 8 million lei. Also made a replacement engine pumping station "Mahala", 
which cost 10 million lei and replaced by power plants worth 70 million lei. By 
means of local communities vporyadkovuvalysya city parks, repair schools and 
homes were built for the workers and the poor prymariyi. 

No less intense development of the city looked like during the tenure of ghosts 
D. Marmeliuc. This was aided by private initiative, combined with an interest in 
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the city by members of the National Liberal government. Thus, the participation of 
the Minister of Labour I. Nistor November 9, 1934 was laid Căminul de Ucenici. 
The latter had to house approx. 300 students, to create conditions for opening 
people's canteen for workers and the unemployed one thousand places, popular 
bath, Athenaeum with the theater hall and a library. All this took place prymariyi 
agreement, which provided the land for building. August 18, 1935 on the site of 
demolished Workers' House House social assistance who had health care workers 
and artisans and simultaneously support the Romanian national spirit. The same in 
1935 at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established relief fund traders 
who have suffered losses. 

By 1936, it was paved boulevard of King Carol II (now-Red Army), st. 
Brancoveanu, Nyahoye Basarab (now M. Stern) Poincaré, I. Flondor, Universitatea 
and Mitropolitil Silvestru. The works of zabrukovuvannya street. Romanian. 
Together were paved area in the 22,370 m2, which was the result of investment in 
the city 40 million lei. We spent hours on the streets vporyadkuvalni Bendelly 
(now M.Turgenyeva), Chisinau, 11 November (now - June 28) and in the suburbs 
Clocucica, Caliceanca and Rosch. A new street in the university quarter. Paved 
boulevard from the airport and the magistrates Mihai were conducted and other 
work, made possible by investing in the city for two years, 40 million lei. For 
maintenance of the streets were ordered three watering cars worth 2330 thousand 
lei and for the purposes prymariyi bought the car for 350 thousand lei. The 
important point was the reconstruction of pumping stations "Mahala", "Rogizna", 
"Lenkivtsi", but the problem of water supply in the city remained to the end of 30-
ies. For participation in the construction of Căminul de Ucenici, building social 
support, station buildings shelter house urban clinics interymarna Commission 
decided to naming I. Nistor honorary citizen of the city of Chernivtsi. 

Another question to raise at one Romanization of Education, which took place 
in the interwar period is home education, home education. They were available to 
wealthy families and consisted in creating opportunities for children to get more 
knowledge. Usually it was the study of foreign languages, which use the services 
of private tutors, as certified, and with the number of students or high school 
students. We know that the future Ukrainian writer Mikhail Ivasyuk in his youth 
taught French. In some families, like the family Demant, English learned by 
parents and helpers, employed among those who returned from Canada. Definite 
influence on the culture of celebrating and immigrants from Russia who tried to 
maintain their own culture, even under restrictions. Certainly not vtrachavsya 
touch with European culture and in the houses of Chernivtsi intellectuals became 
popular albums K. Kollwitz, F. Mazarely, G. Gross. Only at home can 
communicate in their own language, which was done not only at the household 
level, but also with educational purpose. As recalled Peter Demant in childhood he 
and his sister Ernie read fairy tales and Greek myths German. 

In secondary schools in Chernivtsi distinguished German gymnasium, which P. 
Demant described as "low-grade hotbed of nationalism velykohermanskoyi 
orientation." Actually there were various German youth organizations, including 
vanderfohel whose activity remained off the authorities. The vast majority of 
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students of German high school was with Rosch. The focus of this school provided 
philology, while in high school and drew attention to the mathematical discipline. 
The initiative N. Iorga study at German school partially translated into Romanian 
language teaching. Faculty high school was among the old gymnasium professors, 
among whom stood Dr. Lang, who led the course of German literature, achieving 
success even in working with students from rural schools. A must for high-school 
students were wearing green uniforms with trousers and short trousers in the winter 
- in the summer. However, some high-school students had the opportunity to go to 
town without a high school forms in normal clothes, even the cafe "Europe" has 
become a gathering place for these students. 

High schools biggest test was a bachelor - final exam, during which much of 
pupils from minority sinking intentionally. One such cost undergraduate life D. 
Fallik, a student of one of the schools that protested against the injustice of the 
teacher of history and the court sought the truth. Failed in examinations and pupils 
Ukrainian. So from among 40 students graduating fourth-Ukrainian Lyceum in 
1929, only 10 passed the exams. In 1934, qualify for higher education could only 6 
Ukrainian. In 1937, with 16 pupils Ukrainian graduation rates allowed four. 

Life Chernivtsi was sufficiently fixed and violation of traditions considered 
almost a crime. In this respect, we can refer to the memoirs writer Peter Demant, 
who recalled his childhood experience: "My mother herself is not pudrytsya, her 
lips red from nature. She made a splash in the summer, the first coming in the 
house without stockings. His father even warned her indecency act, though it 
merely went to play tennis. " Although this recollection was written about one of 
the most Bukovina villages (namely vyzhnytsia), it is true for Chernivtsi. Also, the 
tradition was that the girls high school who were married longer had the right to 
continue their studies in school. 

Center Street life remained. Iancu Flondor - "boardwalk place all students, 
slackers, officers, bon vivant and" girls of marriageable age. " There followed, as 
in the club to find out the latest news and gossip secular, and others seem to see 
themselves. " P.Demant notes that the best shops are on this street. It also housed 
the editorial three newspapers, including «Glasul Bucovinei" and three cinemas. 
"From the eleventh to the first day on the master raged dense crowd of people of 
all ages, good, and most importantly, fashionably dressed, and through the 
windows of confectionery and café them watched other regulars, too thick or 
important - or both together - to walk in the crowd. " The sign of the street were 
shops that were designed for various property states, but some of them like 
confectionery Grosso enjoyed popularity in all states, despite the fact that she did 
not have the proper environment. The very street in Romanian period was planted 
chestnuts and acacias. In addition, wealthy families often appeared on the street. I. 
Flondor on cars. Deserted street with ten o'clock. 

Another side of everyday life Chernivtsi was their communion with "world 
trade". With 20 years of the twentieth century. Chernivtsi became the place where 
the status of the main exports of agricultural products, meat and livestock from 
Bessarabia and Moldova. There were 22 in Chernivtsi Forwarding campaign and 
Exchange. Some success was the work of the shadow exchange. As of 1924 in 
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Chernivtsi was 3,566 merchants, of which 2776 is the Jews and 265 - Romanians 
and others - Germans, Poles, Ukrainian. Re-orientation of traders had been among 
the former Austrian officials. In fact, the social structure of the city to the forefront 
more out rich industrialists and merchants. In the 20's - early 30's in Romanian 
companies and government agencies organized occasional fairs. In 1935 there was 
an attempt to revive the fair of St. Peter. 

During the 1918-1923 biennium markets in Chernivtsi cells remained alive 
trade. However, in 1923 curtailed trade at Union Square, where in November 1924 
opened Monument Association. In April and May 1937 in connection with the 
reconstruction of the area V. Alecsandri and construction of the National Palace 
collapsed and trade in this area. Throughout the interwar period, the only trade area 
remained Grigore Ghica Voda area, where residents continued to trade vegetables 
Rosch. Conducted trade too, according to certain rules, in particular had to be 
present a certificate. His absence is punishable by a fine. In particular, May 23, 
1923 a resident of Beaver Katarina paid a fine of 100 lei for sale without a 
certificate of three piglets. There were other violations of trade rules that arose 
when trading on Sundays and during later from permitted. Latest become a 
tradition in the 1921-1922 biennium 

On the market traded with tents, stalls, sometimes from the ground, so the 
government had the task of improving the culture of commerce. This was the basis 
adopted in the 20's decision to construct several covered markets in the city, 
although all projects were completed one firm "Granit". Consolidated it was an 
area of Dacia, which in 1922 the firm has leased. In the period from 15 July 1922 
to 14 July 1937 sum payment of rent was not less than 250,000 lei. It was then 
determined and the terms of payment for construction. Planned construction of an 
indoor market and Decebal area, a project that was developed by "Albina" in 1924 
Construction cost was 20 million lei, and after its completion the building had 
access to property prymariyi. However, at the design stage have some problems. It 
then refused to fund the construction of an apartment, because it was not willing to 
settle in these apartments. Risks arising in the financing of construction forced to 
abandon it. 

In the early 30-ies vporyadkovuvalysya markets for the sale of cattle, which 
staged on the southern outskirts of the city. But this was not enough and in March 
1931, residents of the village. Portage asked the city administration to arrange the 
second market for the sale of cattle. In 1933 the market was planned to place on the 
street. D. Verenky (near present theater named. I. Mykolaychuka). after purchase 
land between the street. D. Verenky and General Florescu in December 1936 it was 
moved from the corner grocery bazaar street. Transylvania. Food market was 
located also at the intersection of the streets of modern Russian and Green. Place 
bazaar could be a haven for "cheaters-shamrock" Gypsies, policemen, drunkards, 
thieves. Suburb Caliceanca noted frequent armed attacks and robberies and was 
considered a refuge gangsters and drunks. The overall situation in the city was 
enough criminogenic and the city was divided into sectors, so noticeable that 
beggars were sufficiently organized group. 
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Moving the city its residents and guests performed using different modes of 
transport. After the war, there were some difficulties with the activities of a tram 
that went on shortened line from the train station to the city's customs. In addition 
to shorter routes and higher ticket prices tram moving on a reduced schedule. 
Although after repair and commissioning of the first municipal electric tram work 
improved, in 20 years, there was a restriction in traffic. In particular, in June 1923 
restricted the movement of the cabs in the central part in the construction of Union 
Square Monument Association, leaving the track for a tram. Directions 
oplachuvavsya monthly tickets and blocks of tickets. Fares was considered in the 
early 30's the highest in Romania. Introducing and concession tickets for civil 
servants, military and students. Over the entire period between the two wars 
centuries the city has not implemented the projects with the laying of tram line for 
Rod to s.Zhuchka and on the street. Kuchurul Mare. 

In the second half of the 30s with the rise in electricity charges were raised 
from 1 April 1937 fares on trams within half-zones. In June 1940 in three operated 
streetcar routes, namely the number 1 "Rod - Station - National Garden», № 2 
"Rod - tram depot" and number 3 "Rod - Slingshot", served by 23 motor cars 
produced by " Siemens-Schuckert. " During this period, tram Chernivtsi served 
from 6 am to her first hours of the night. 

Actually after the war remained only one tram line and had to Chernivtsi from 
the traditional way to solve the issue of travel outside the tram area. This is mainly 
decided by cabs, but since the mid 20s in the city was established bus movement, 
which became a regular on November 16, 1930 were used for this bus "Fiat-622", 
which could accommodate 19 passengers. Bus service was opened by three 
permanent and two seasonal lines. Prymariya built connections so as to combine in 
a single transport system of tram and bus lines and even unified system of tickets. 
Putting such a transportation system provided transportation poorer citizens and 
representatives medium circles, leaving richer cab and private taxis. Introduction 
bus led, on the one hand, to a constant increase in traffic. Specifically, in October 
1933 buses were transported 68 601 person. On the other hand, it was necessary to 
introduce rules, first set-overs from December 1933 buses plying on routes from 6 
to 22 o'clock. As for the bus meet IEMS, the routes were given rooms that are in 
these three tram routes. 

By around Chernivtsi, forest g Cecina opened bus route number 8. On May 10, 
1934 in holidays and Sundays in fine weather from Square V.Aleksandri 
(pl.Teatralna) on Tsetsino buses went from 6 to 9 and from 17.30 to 20 hours. 
Journey to Tsetsino winter provides the possibility for fans and bobsled ride skiing 
to enjoy your favorite entertainment. Walking on Cecina created opportunities for 
earnings from the sale of drinks. Thus, in May 1928, Dr. V.Zalozetskyy prymariyi 
asked for permission to open at his country house at Tsetseno cafe to serve tourists. 

Excessive exploitation buses, and in 1939 was transported 730,050 passengers 
forced the city government to make decisions about the implementation in trolley 
traffic. As defined experimental line bus route number 4, "Metropolitan Residence 
- Horecea." Already in the spring of 1938 began works on the line, and in January 
1939 the city was taken the first two trolley company MAN, which were designed 
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for 30 seating and 20 standing places. On the night of 12 to 13 January 1939 was a 
test drive trolley, and Jan. 21 tested all machines. In 1939 transported 696,347 
passengers getting revenue 1,881,392 lei when spent on a line 12.4 million lei. In 
addition to operating in August 1939 planned creation of trolley lines that connect 
the area had Combining quarter with villas. 

Long-distance transportation performed as rail and road. On January 26, 1926 
traffic postage delivered to mortgages, Rădăuţi, Hotin, Lipcani. On June 11, 1930 
began regular passenger services to the city of Chernivtsi Gura Humoruluy, and in 
August 1934 opened a line of bus service Chernivtsi - Cluj. In 1939 the number of 
routes has increased significantly and the cover line to Fălticeni, Botoșani, Târgu 
Neamţ, Dear. To p. Khreschatyk and c. Zvynyachyn passengers brought buses 
"Romanian railways." Bus service was in Chernivtsi with Hotin and Vijniţa. 
Railways carried transportation, both within Romania and beyond, which is used 
railway industry, established in the Austrian period. This Chernivtsi become the 
main point of which was carried out through the exchange of critters between 
Poland and Romania. In particular, because of Chernivtsi in 20 years held in 
Poland 80% of all exports. If north Chernivtsi continued to play the role of 
intermediary point, in an easterly direction this role, they lost. Finally Chernivtsi 
lost as a mediator since September 1939 after the annexation of Eastern Galicia to 
the USSR. 

New mode of transport became Chernivtsi aircraft. Passenger traffic on the 
lines that pass through Chernivtsi became a regular in the late 20's. Specifically, in 
August 1928 opened flights from Bucharest, which used the airfield near the 
village. Rogizna. Later, there were landing aircraft, serving Polish Airlines. In 
February 1930 began to carry out activities to develop a new airport, and in 
September 1930 had the first work on the new airport. October 12 in the presence 
of ghosts and the community of ceremony of laying the cornerstone of Chernivtsi 
airport. 

Within three years, four-storey building was erected airport, which had a 
functional space for various purposes, from business to residential. Airport 
building was frame type and had walls of brick block. The construction of the 
airport accompanied by laying in the area of water supply branch that was done 
partly at the expense of local residents who are encouraged to invest in the 
construction of water supply following statements about appreciation of their 
homes. Overall appearance of the airport in the southern part of the city and 
contributed to urban development process in general. 

Opening terminal held May 25, 1933 at the 12th hour of the day. Present at the 
ceremony, King Carol II of Romania made a speech, noting therein that the new 
airport will be the first step towards the development of Romanian commercial 
aeronautics. January 28, 1936 in Chernivtsi solemnly presented the open air 
Joining the line Bucharest-Chernivtsi, which served the company "SARTA". The 
opening lines were present Metropolitan of Bukovina Visarion (Puyu) ghosts D. 
Marmeliuc, prefect of the county Socolian, captain commandant Airport Aviation 
N. Cicei and others. That was the reason for the appearance of publications on 
airport, where it was called one of the best airports in Romania and in hoping that 
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it will run through the airways, which will connect Romania with Czechoslovakia, 
the Soviet Union, the Balkan countries. 

Setting air traffic and allowed to develop a new service - airmail. To promote it, 
post office gave full details of the service. Thus, the letter airmail cost 
manufacturers of squat one for every 20 grams of weight and is brought quickly to 
the recipient: to Bucharest for 2 hours, to Sofia - for 3.5 hours., To Thessaloniki - 
for 5 hours., To Athens - 7 hours. These cities sheets if necessary forwarded in 
other areas, so that the maximum of 12 hours they dopravlyalysya to Paris, and 
from there, for 3 days in South America and 7 days to North America. Was 
feasible and that the mail was collected in an hour before flying the aircraft, but the 
airport could send mail for 15 minutes before departure. 

In airmail operated traditional mail which was fully established in 1919 In 
addition to her means of communication were telephone, telegraph and radio. At 
the end of 20-ies in Chernivtsi operated telephone exchange in 1000 and 600 major 
ancillary rooms. Chernivtsi had direct telegraphic communication with Chisinau, 
Hotin, Botoșani, Cluj, Dorna Vatra. In 1929 he was installed a new telephone and 
telegraph line that connected the Bucharest and Warsaw, and has been updated 
with links Chernivtsi Sniatyn. Sam relationship was not always of high quality, so 
Chernivtsi often complained about the quality or lack of long-distance 
communication. Establishments same, including leadership of the Chamber of 
commerce and crafts, repeatedly came out with proposals opening a direct line 
telephone from Vienna, Prague and Berlin. Since 1926 Chernivtsi were able to 
listen to radio, and as of 1928, the province was 3 thousand subscribers radio. 
Radio supported by the aggregate on Horecea radiopostu, which in August 1928 
ensured automatic receiving and transmitting information. 

Since coming to power the government NHP in a situation in which the 
apparent period of turmoil in the cuzist government. Some panic led to higher 
prices and cost of living. Dissatisfaction expressed in early January Chernivtsi 
bakers that required by the authorities to raise the price of bread and students who 
remained dissatisfied raising tuition fees. 

In economic terms, there have been problems of a different nature. Thus, in 
March 1938 ghosts Cantemir decided by manufacturers of zabrukuvaty main ways 
in an industrial section of the city. For merchants in March was given orders to 
follow the established maximum prices. It all outlets should be posted lists of these 
prices, buyers have the right to complain about the actions of the traffickers. In 
June 1938 the merchants of deputtsiyu sent to the ghost of Colonel Cantemir to not 
enter in taxes on the value as it significantly zdorozhchyt life in the city. In terms 
of the development of the ghosts followed the general plan of his predecessors: 
pavage street. Romanian, paving of the square Grigore Ghica Voda and creating 
square Square V. Alecsandri. Had to be reorganized Bukovina Savings and shelter. 
As a rule was included verification of compliance with government regulations in 
the regulation of labor. Yes, June 19, 1938 Chairman of the Labour Chamber of 
Chernivtsi with Police Commissioner Mavrerom raided by bakeries, found anyone 
who did not comply with statutory holiday on Sunday to punishment according to 
law. 
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After military service conscription into the army government organized to help 
their families. Specifically, in October 1939 in the suburb Horecea food aid was 
granted 35 persons. This was done at the initiative prymariyi Chernivtsi. Help was 
not in vain, because from November 1, 1939 in Chernivtsi increased bread prices. 
Rise conducted by weight loss loaf for 50 d, while maintaining the old prices. 
Risen bread only in Chernivtsi, left the former prices in other counties Suchavskij 
tsynutu. However, established control over the execution orders of power, and in 
December 1939, the 10 Czernowitz bakers were punished for failure to comply 
with baking bread. 

In preparation for war with government initiatives were organized charity 
events for the benefit of the poor and unemployed. Collected or selected 
government funds went to purchase food or fuel. 

In order to fight against speculation traders were forbidden to conceal goods, 
not to create their deficiency, and should indicate the prices of goods in writing and 
not overstep at the maximum price. Penalties determined 10-30 thousand lei fine 
and imprisonment for 3-12 months. In November 1939 on the implementation of 
the law against speculation prymariya Chernivtsi referred to the decision of the 
royal residence for the maximum rates for December. At the suggestion of beef 
meat was worth 28 - 20 lei, pork - 36 lei, fat - 40 lei per kilogram. Appropriate 
prices were set for all types of meat products on the grounds that the meat - a staple 
food workers. At the December meeting of the City Commission 
antyspekulyatsiyno decided to preserve the old prices of goods areas. The 
exception was the price of wood, which rose by 2-3 Leu. Winter is in 1939 was 
very cold, and the city's population lacked firewood, prompting an appeal to the 
Directorate of Railways requesting delivery of firewood. Changes in prices 
occurred in 1940 in particular, for the period from March 12 to April 1 installed 
cost 9.5 lei per kilogram of bread, beef has cost 30 - 28 lei, firewood - 41 lei per 50 
kg nekolotyh firewood. On sugar, salt and kerosene prices remained unchanged. In 
April 1940 the official statements have been made concerning the storage at the 
same level of consumption of oil and oil products. 

And despite some anxiety, town existed its traditional life. In November 
1939 in Chernivtsi started work shop private officials, whose members can receive 
advice from their profession. In the institutions of October 1, 1939 introduced a 
new timetable. In order to meet the appropriate level of public health, 21-28 
October 1939 was conducted in a free vaccination against diphtheria children born 
1936-1937 Disclaimer him punished as refusal of vaccination against smallpox. By 
evading ostannboho intended fine 2 thousand lei. 

The beginning of World War II affected the transport network of the city. In 
September, almost all air lines came under the control of LARES, including line 
Chernivtsi - Iaşi - Bucharest. The fighting in Poland abandoned railway, limiting 
turnover Romania and Bukovina. The city also increased the fare on public 
transport. 

The fighting in Poland and the Soviet seizure of Eastern Galicia caused the 
flow to Bukovina, and the first to Chernivtsi, a large number of refugees. For the 
power of it was some problem with the deployment and sustenance, maintenance 
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of sanitary conditions in the city and prevent looting. About 4.5 thousand civilians 
who crossed the Romanian border were wealthy individuals and later had to leave 
the country. However, the appearance in persons who had no permanent earnings 
and profits created the conditions for the deployment of speculation and fraud 
associated with the plight of newcomers. Law Enforcement had to take urgent 
measures in order to keep control of the situation. In particular, Chernivtsi 
Gendarmerie Inspectorate distributed in newspapers regarding the prohibition 
order to buy the Polish refugees any way or vyminyuvaty Polish money. Violation 
of the prohibition is punishable by arrest and confiscation of property offender. 
However, for financial support of foreigners was organized centralized sale of the 
Polish refugees. To do this, the order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the 
Bureau created prymariyi selling jewelry, cars and other valuables. Every purchase 
confirmed in office, while the transactions outside are not considered valid. 
Participate in the office had the right representatives of Polish embassies and 
consulates. 

At the beginning of 1940 has available prymariyi in checking the health of 
Polish refugees who were ordered to appear monthly in the clinic on the street. 
Cuza Voda 5 for free medical examination. Then there is a need to settle financial 
matters owners acquired Polish cars. Together with the Poles moved into the 
territory of Romania and French citizens who were in this country at the start of 
hostilities. His role in the organization of their admission in Romania played 
Zh.Onora, the consular representative of France in Chernivtsi. 

The war is not allowed to complete the modernization of Chernivtsi 
aqueduct, which murmured over 30 years because of persistent problems with 
water supply. In September 1939 the city was planned opening of the upgraded 
water supply. In Magali was built 20 new wells to provide the city with water 
throughout the day. Only at night it had disconnected. However, completion of 
vidtyahuvalosya in the absence of pipes for water supply. Purchased abroad, they 
were detained at the border because of the outbreak of war. 

In the city conducted more passive defense measures, conducted training for 
the evacuation of children. Must become adherence savings. In October 1939 came 
an order to eclipse Chernivtsi and the courses sisters-pity. Recent told his 20 
October and had last 2 years. Along with the Red Cross office planned to open 
shortened courses. Supervised employment polk. E. Popescu, chief physician VIII 
Division. Entries for the courses conducted daily in the Secretariat Red Cross 
Street. Cuza Voda, 5. In March 1940, the city conducted enforcement of 
regulations on chemical defense. Thus, homeowners obliged to have small pets 
pharmacy, while enterprises should maintain large pharmacy. Medicines for 
bought them in special pharmacies under the supervision of the Ministry of 
ballooning. 
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National symbols, national societies and local branches 
 
Between the two world wars in Chernivtsi preserved tradition focus of national 
societies at national homes. They remained centers that in a "decade Bretianu" 
could continue to organizational work. Owing to domestic homes in Chernivtsi 
created the conditions for cultural and educational activities, music, sports and 
student societies. Restoration of the activity took place gradually, but it was 
influenced by the effects of World War I, when not all companies were able to 
obtain permission to continue operations. 

Special Development recruited Romanian society and the national element 
was so strong among Romanian university students spread the tradition of wearing 
the national dress. However, societies, and sometimes even before, renewed its 
activities institutions that held them. Thus, in September 1918, the city renewed 
male boarding Society for Romanian kultutru and literature in Bukovina. That 
same Society resumed its work Jan. 1, 1920 May 18, 1920 for the Society was a 
significant event - visit Ferdinand and Bukovina and Chernivtsi. Already January 
9, 1921, the first post-war meeting of the company. In 1922 and 1925 the Society 
visited Prince Carol and King Ferdinand. From 1928 to 1929 the Society sentiment 
politicking, which ceased after the election of the new executive committee. Loss 
Association of politicking allowed to pay attention to the activities of its structures 
and this is manifested in the activities of the new director of the orphanage for boys 
V.Kyrdeya. In the management of the Company fell and Boarding school for 
artisans. In 1929 he was a complete reorganization of the Company. It is owned 
office and library in the National House. December 13, 1931 was amended Articles 
of Association. Administered by the Society moved and Printing behalf 
Mitropolitul Silvestri. In 1919 he began work in Chernivtsi Branch Iasi "Union of 
Romanian women", headed V.Nistor. This community supported measures to 
vocational training for women and Boarding in which lived pupil school, which in 
1934 taught sewing, sewing and weaving linen 210 students. Professional 
education of Romanian children and provided "Society Romanian artisans," 
headed A. Ursu. This society assistance was provided by the Ministry of Labour 
and it gave not only professional knowledge, but also nurtured students in the 
Romanian national spirit. 

Actually Rumanization Northwest Bukovina led to the gradual 
disappearance of all Ukrainian cultural societies in the country and turned 
Bukovina Chernivtsi in the center of political and cultural life of the Ukrainian 
people. First, the companies retained their pre-war period activity Ukrainian 
National Home and Company "Ukrainian school". However, with 20 Ukrainian 
companies operating for war operations continued 4. There were problems with the 
restoration of affiliated companies in the suburbs, as it has been with the company 
"Russian conversation." This company in the '30s and expressed loyalty to the 
throne of King Carol II. In the late 30's and beyond company engaged in the 
organization of performances, which put under E. Ungureana. But all this could 
hide a small number of members of the Society and its predicament finanovoho 
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situation. Organization engaged in amateur productions and social-democratic 
society "Will". 

Educational activities for Ukrainian children engaged company "Ukrainian 
school", which tried to publish textbooks for primary education and created a 
private school. As of 1929 the Ukrainian language was taught as elective in 5 
schools. In 1934-1937 he was due I. Karbulytskyy and S. Ivanytskoyy company 
deployed as the then allowed provided educational and publishing activities. After 
the ban in 1937 restored the company, but it operated in cramped conditions. 

Ukrainian Women's Society since 1919 represented "the Committee of 
Ukrainian women," which transferred its powers in 1920 society "Sorority", with 
its continued activity company "Bearing Women." Engaged Society charity, hold 
also an orphanage, and arranging educational courses and educational events for 
Ukrainian children. Quite closely Ukrainian Women Society collaborated with 
women's associations from abroad, fighting for political and social rights of 
women. With the advent of Romanian refugees from the Carpathian Ukraine, and 
later from Galicia Society organized help them. As in 1940 under the tutelage of 
society were 100 fugitives, which was closed for quarantine in Chernivtsi prison. 

German social life in the city was realized through the activity recovered 
after the war societies, of which the most famous was the "Society of Christian 
Germans", which numbered 11,680 members. Acted as the "Union of German 
agricultural societies." Interwar period was a time section of German social life by 
confession. An example of this was the discovery in October 1920 Evangelical 
German orphanage in June 1921 - Catholic-German orphanage in Chernivtsi. In 
1930, "Society of Christian Germans" was transformed into "German cultural 
society", but there have been disputes over the division into two religious groups. 
Since the late 20's German companies in Bukovina constantly receiving members 
of various German youth organizations from outside Romania. 

Polish Society in the city were also quite numerous. The cultural and 
educational organizations owned "Society fraternal assistance" and "Reading 
polish", "Polish school dam in Romania", "Union of Polish Teachers Bukovina" 
Company "visiting fellow" and others. 

Youth movement in Chernivtsi was presented Scouting organizations. They 
were getting involved members of the Ukrainian "reservoir", the leadership that 
carried B. Siretskyy, Husar, V. Antonyuk. Since 1934, the city has become a 
leading organization of Romanian Scouting «Straja Ţării», which took care 
personally Carol II and led a native of Bukovina T. Sidorovich. 

An integral part of urban life were student societies, of which the first has 
resumed its activities «Dacia», later - «Junimea» «Moldova» and «Arboroasă». 
Members of these societies were ardent supporters of the idea of a mono Romanian 
state. Their feelings were used by individual teachers. In particular, pidbureni R. 
Cândeiu, students have achieved the dismissal of the head of the department E. 
Cozaca. 

From the first Ukrainian student societies renewed activity company 
"Soyuz", after the dissolution which students obyednalysya in the company "in 
January." Since 1920 the company has resumed activities "Zaporozhe" which 
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retained its organization throughout the 20's and 30's. Even after its dissolution in 
1937, members of the society continued to work until 1940 in 1923 and restored 
the activities of society "Black Sea". Recovered Ukrainian Students' Society in 
1929, in the Union of Ukrainian Student Organizations of Romania. Activity 
Ukrainian students geared towards educational activities and educational nature, 
including the organization of training courses for those wishing to enroll in school. 
With student organizations, operating under the influence of socialist ideas should 
be called "Revolutionary Committee of Chernivtsi students" and "overall academic 
association." Polish Student Society presented Society of Polish Students' Ognisko 
"and the corporation" Legi. " Youth organization "Polish hartserstvo" in the late 
20's consisted of 90 members and subordinate organizations of Romanian Scouts. 
Set in Romania authoritarian regime led to changes in the students' lives. October 
24, 1938 the Government has prohibited all Existing studentski company instead 
has established National Student Front. The last task was to develop in students a 
sense viddanosti King and batkivschyni. Organizational Structure of the front 
reminded him napivviyskovyy character. Creating the front, obviously, had to meti 
eliminated natsionalni features among students who bring harm to all the student 
movement. 
 Particular attention is given to the inter-war period and sporting pursuits of 
youth. This period is characterized by the presence of numerous sports associations 
who started their work of preparing football or hockey teams, but later expanded 
its operations by establishing sections of other sports. Each of the companies 
conducted training on treasury areas that became centers of competition and 
demonstration performances and sports associations. Typically sport activity in 
many societies combined with cultural and educational. Among well-known 
companies were working International Sports Club (IASK), «Spartak», 
«Muncitorul», «CFR», Romanian «Arcaşul» and «Dragoş Vodă», Jewish «Union» 
and «Makkabi», German «Jan», Polish " Polonia »and« Sokol », Ukrainian 
Society" Dovbush "and" Mazeppa. " Teams of all companies involved in city 
competitions and played on the road, it is not surprising that sports column 
Chernivtsi newspapers often described coming games that have occurred. 
Chernivtsy P. Demant also mentioned that most worries caused the game between 
"John" and "M.". "It is often accompanied by street fighting, which often passed in 
the riots." 

Sports enthusiasts can also have fun and skiing in the winter, although it was 
really expensive: cost 800 lei skis and ski boots - 1200 lei. Popular was skating, 
which involved and amateurs and professionals. In speed skating distinguished 
Chernivtsy R. Turushanko that in 1935 in Prague, took third place in the 
international competitions. Next year, the athlete participated in the Winter 
Olympics and achievement in sport was awarded by the Ministry of Education and 
Religious Affairs' medal sport. " In general, during the interwar period sport 
became an integral part of city life. For young people in the second half of the 30's, 
he was part of To the stake, which had to comply under increasing threat of war, 
when strongly advised at various levels combine spiritual and physical 
development. 
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Speaking about monuments interwar period in Chernivtsi must follow K. 
Lohinom agree with that Chernivtsi was poor on monuments. Old Austrian 
monuments, including Austria and Empress Elizabeth were removed and shipped 
to the museum. With the "old" monuments in their places were military monument 
at the crossroads street Stefan cel Mare Boulevard and Carol II, "Rock the 
Habsburgs' in the park Dominic, which is likely at this time lost medallion with the 
image of Emperor Franz Joseph I and as a monument to the first Chernivtsi 
University K. Tomashchuk (sculptor A. Brenek) in the People's Garden. 
Established in 1907 in front of City Theatre Schiller monument was moved to the 
park of the German house of the actions of the city government of Romanization 
theater. 

The true character of the new government was opened November 11, 1924 
at the former area Rinhplats Monument Association, sponsored by Burke became a 
sculptor and architect Ştefănescu. The monument was a figure of Romanian soldier 
with the flag in his left hand on his knees in front of which stood a woman in 
national dress. Group was on a pedestal compass, from which descended terrace. 
On the pedestal were the bronze image governor G. Ghica and King Ferdinand I as 
well as scenes from the history of the Romanian and the First World War. Behind 
the pedestal was bison that trod the double-headed eagle. Almost simultaneously 
with this monument was erected monument of heroes in Section heroes city 
cemetery. 
Of the other monuments in the city were M. Eminescu monument installed in the 
park opposite the school Arboroasa and opened November 28, 1936 I. I. C. 
Brătianu monument, the work of Dr. and Demetrescu-Brăila. The first monument 
was established thanks to the efforts of University Professor V. Hyerasima League 
and culture. Also planned to establish a monument to V. Alecsandri same name 
space and monument to King Ferdinand I. If these sites had some political 
overtones, the other religious. Yes, it is a statue of St. Mary and St. John 
Nepomuk, near the church of Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Trinity, which it set at 
the beginning of st. Storozhynets in honor of St. Peter's Fair in 1935. 
 
 


